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,Abstract 

The ,implication of price stabilization under a volatile excbange rate is an 

increasingly volatile price denominated ina foreign currency. Time series 

aD:llysis is used to model the relationship between exports, prices and the Awe 

stocks. A second stage analysis focuses on the transmission of unanticipated 

volatility between the exchange rate and these variables. Significant two-way 

lillks are found between unanticipated volatility in the exchange rate and Awe 
stocks. 



Introduction 

Under .aflexibleexcbange rate regime, the behaviour of the Australian dollar 

has beencharl;lcterizedby shortpedods of extreme volatility interspersed by 

periods of narrow trading • .ages. Traditionally, the primary function of the 

exchange rate has been to regulate trade flows. Since the float,both the 

level and the v.olatility of the currency has been dominated by monetaI'Y policy 

and: currency speculation. 1 

Models of exchange rate volatility have been well established theoretically 

(Dornbusch~. 1986) and; empirically (Matthews and Valentine, 1986). Volatility 

can> be harmful in the sense that it need not represent real forces and, 

therefore, is pOtentially damaging to trade in two ways. Firstly as exchange 

rate movements distort price signals, and secondly, as they increase tiskand 

ullcertaintY,redistributing profits and losses between different groups. 

Given that all economic policy is now subject to the balance of payments 

constraint it is important to examine the ·effects of flexible exchange rates 

on trade. Wool is histodcally one of Australia's most valuable export. 

industries and output is great enougb to affect world prices.? Since 1974, the 

Australian Wool Corporation (A\VC) ,bas operated the Reserve Price Scheme (RPS) 

to stabilize producer prices denominated in the local currency. Since 

cxpprters face prices denominated in Australian dollars and iInporters the same 

price in foreign currency, the operation of the RPS in stabilizing prices is 

made more difficult and more important. The AWe must distribute currency .. 

indllcedprice >fluctuations between the importers and exporters. 

The 1983 float bas had .~ 'major impact on wool prices. The effect is complex as 

the level of output affects prices and prices flow on to the value of the 
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dollar. Issues are also raised in relation to the management of the Reserve 

Price, Scheme as increased variances of excbange rates and prices require 

either a larger Market Support Fund or a wider price band for operations. 

Also, as the floor price is set in advance of the selling season, currency 

volatility increases forecast risk. 

Data 

Monthly time. series data on export quantity, export value and domestic price 

are collected by the Australia" Bureau of Statistics t and cxport price can be 

derived from the value and quantity series. The exchange rate denominated in 

$US was selected as the majo;;ity of contracts are written in SUS. Awe stocks 

were obtained from tbe Australian W ()()lCorporati::m. All variables are modelled 

in logarithms and have been collected for the period 1973:January to 

1989:)une . 

. Notation: 

Q tv exports of greasy wool .measured in tonnes .. 

P IV average wool price at auction in Australia in $A/lOOkg. 

V IV value of greasy wool exports f.o.h. in.$AmilIions. 

lIN average price of exports: n = VIQ. 

E IV Currency valued in SUS per Australian dollar at theend..of-month. 

S tv A we stocks held in operalion of the Reserve Price Scheme. 

Plots of the data are given in Figure leO Although both prices are trending, 

they are trending together. The domestic prices are set at auction and the 

export price is realized on shipment. However, most export contracts are 

struck on .a; firm-offer basis in foreign currency from 2 to 9 months in 
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advance.. As a result some lag 1s to be expect~. in export prices and possibly 

an additional degree Qf volatiUtymightarisedue to unanticipated exchange 

.ratetluctuations. 

The plot of quantitysbows an obvious seasonal pattern and a permanent shift 

in volume .immediately ·after January 1985, the point at which the$A fell 

sharply due to a ministerial announcement.3 \On the other hand, stocks were 

relatively stable fQrmuch of the period but at botbends of the sample,sbarp 

changes were experienced. 

B¢9nonietric .model .specification involves a. trade-off between the bias due to 

invalid ovet,..identifying ,restrictions and inefficiency due 10 l1n insufficicllt 

number ofrestrictions~ Sims (1980) suggested an atheoreticalapproachto 

modelling¢conomicrclatiooships tbat simplifies tbis decisiQnrnaking :process 

by estimating' a dYnamic unrestricted reduced form and implyil1ga structural 

fQnnfrolll'a loose causal ordering of the variables in the model. This VAR 

(Vector .Autoregressive) approach involves .regressing 'every variable on itself 

andeveryothetvariable in the system lagged from one period up to some 

maximurn lag length,p: 

;(1) Y .. t .. ;=a. + A .. 1·Y '1 + A2.Y2 + ... + A.Y. . + u t- . .l-p. t-p 1 

wbete~ inthiscaset Y
t 

istbe Sx 1 vector Y' = (B P S .II Q)J a and Ai are 

matdces of fixed coefficients and u isa white noise disturbance term. with a 
t 

CQvathlnce matrixQ. 
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Bybnckwa,rd,~ubstitutiQn,equation (1) can be solved as an infinitc'wovlng 

avera8ept~ess.providing that A(L) = I ;o"A 'L -ALl,.. ALP ba~ all of its 
J l p 

:r9Qts outside tbe unit circle: 

WhetQ the, .parallleters are fUnctions of those in eq,uation (1). 

AJiinnQVatiQD, :analysis can be applied to a VAR by imposinga,str"ctural form 

OD (2).. This, 1s achieved by' aChQleski decomposition ofthc disturbance 

,c()vari~ce matrixasn =}IH it wbere H Is lower. triangular" andpremultiplying 

(2)thto\igbbyH '[see Sims; 1980]. 

(3) Wi=: c:i + v,'. + D." .t +D~. V. ..... + .... 
t '~l ~t~ 

lmpul$~ 'response ftulcti()uscharacteri2!C the time profile ola responscineacb 

variable; to a shQCk applied to~ch 'variable ,through one standard deviation 

impulSes, or 'innovations, in v .In tbispaper t however, wech()Os~ to 
1. 

subject~cbv::triable to a unIt sbock so that the responsesbave the standard 

IIlultiplierinterpretation. Because of the triangular structure of H. the first 

variable 1.0 Y is contemporaneously eJ(ogenQusftlldeacb subsequent variable in Y 

only Qepends cQutemporancQuslyupon those variables listed above it. That is, 

the system is tecurslveand, by definition, tbe disturbances in this 

structural form, v ') are orthogonal. This recursive structure depends on the 
t 

Qrdering.of the variables in Y <0 

Thee~change rate ;basbeen listed·first in Y because its movement would be 
t 

doxninatedby effectsoutsidc of tbe wool market. EXpQrtprice ,is listed after 

the· domestic prl<»because of contractual delays and quuntityappears last 
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beingas$umed to be the combinedrespit of the interaction ofpricc1 the 

excha1l8e :tateand the AWe. Theptoper ordering of stocks -and domestic pdceis 

~not cleat but experlmcntation showed that the ensuing results were not 

$cn$itivt) to. UUsorder. 

~USQ the-vector Y t as defined ~bove) does not includeaninde~ QfprQducer 

costs,: the $upplyside :tsnotfuUy tecogni~ed~ No such seriese"ists ona 

ntouthlybasis and, where~s a monthly series could be interpolated ftom the 

available quarterly series, it is not clear that .tbeseg~insoffsettbo loss 

of including anndditiotlal partificial variables .in each equation. As an 

aItetnative,'8 'line,artime trend was included inequadon (1) with a slope and. 

intercept dwn1llycentredat January 1980 to atlowfor acbange in 'the rate of 

inflation of producer prices; The time trend also assists in the accommodation 

of nonstadonarityinthetemaining $eries as is standard practice in Sims 

l1lethO<lology ~ 

A. ,Qu.nuny "asiabl~cllPtqdng the shift in exports from January 1985 is also 

includ(:d. tn sOn'lesense., this (lummyvariable account.s for a large change in 

the level ot ·tbecurrency while Eaccounts forsmaUercbanges. 

Tests for GrangercausaIityare tests for t~e exclusionQf a particular 

variable at all lags lloma particular equation. Owing to the trending nature 

of the series theseF .. tests can be inflated, Furthermore, the analysis 

reported in tbe next section impliestbat ~this base V AR bas been inefficiently 

estimated.. TheF..;tests are-given in Table 1 but should be interpreted sUbject 

10 theSe caveats. 

It is not clear that impulse response functions derived from reI ation sbips 

that at<::not Granger causal .have a useful interpretation. Moreover, the 
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~Qnfiden~e Intervals :for even significant relationships diverge with lag and 

caresbouldbe taken interpreting tbese.responses for lOng lags. Only those 

inlpulsefespo.nsefunctions with significant 'F .. tests are discussed below. They 

are .,presented in Figure 2. 

Impulse Resp011SeFul1ctiolls 

A shock: to domestic price has a positive effect on export price which peaks 

over the 4 to 9 mon:thpedod. As firm offetcontractsare dominant and forward 

sales increSlsingly frequent, the effect On export prices of contracts struck 

at a time when the domestic priceriseswiU .register when the sbipment is 

:made several months later. The response ,function reflects aprofJ.1e of 

contractual tags as .somecontractsare fOl'prompt deli vel.')' but most are for 

between two :toninc' 'Il1Qnths deliYet)'. 

The dornesticprice responds negatively t9 an increase in stocks. if priori it 

lSl1ot,pos$ible tOdeterllline whetberprice should rise or fall in response to 

increased~tocks.AWC oper~tiolls inconstrlcting supply are aimed at .pre

vcntitig price faUs. However, at present, stocks and prices ate ex~riencing a 

neg~tivetelatiol1sbipt cQnsistentwitb the lnnovation analysisl It seems quite 

plausible that, in a weakening lllarket~ expectations generate further price 

falls as stocks buUd up~ A WCstocksmayalsobeused as a hedge based on 

antic~pating lberesponse of the Awe to a price change. As exporters make 

profitsQr losses on the differential between the auction andCQntract price, 

,purcbasesl1lay 'bedelayed if prices are expected to fall further. The effect on 

export ,pdce is ;mucb 'weaker because of the relationship between the domestic 

and :e~polt 'prices~ Altbough inSlgnificant,export price follows a similar path 

tQdpmestic price with a slightly lOllger delayecboing the lagged response of 

export todomesticpricereYeaJed by the domestic price innovation. 
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The exchang~J:ateresponds negatively toashock in stocks with a peak at 

~bout olle ye:u-.. Interestingly there .is no effect for two months. The impact 

effect lszero byassumptiQudge to tbeorderbtg of the variables in the VAR 

ti~t tn!'estUnated effect (OJ; theone.montb lag is extremely close to .zero. 

Unanticipated Volatility 

The analysis previouslyoutllnedcan bethought Qf as a model of the explained 

or ~nticipatedresponses ofono variable on another.. Following Rogoff (198S), 

who used a. VAR analysis to measure the success of the European Monetary System 

in reducing exchange rate volatility within its member countries, the variance 

of the residuals from tbe VAR are themselves ana1y~d .. 

Rogoff split his YAR model into two sub-periods, pre.. and post ,the 

introduction of the EMS_ and compared the residual sum of squares for each 

equation. SU.chananalysis was also conducted :here. around the floating of the 

dollar and it was found that there waS no significant difference between 

regimes." However t such a test has little power if variance, or unanticipated 

volatility, alters insQme more systematic fashion, or if the coefficients zre 

constant and only the variance .. covariance matrix alters. 

Engle (1982) has sv~ested a model that has an unconditional constant variance 

'but, at a given point of time; the variance of a disturbance term can be 

predicted from its recent volatility. This ARCH (autoregressive conditional 

heteroscedastlc) model for .a single equation might be expressed as 
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where:al is die cPnditional variance at a particular point in time. Under the 
t: 

null o.fholDos¢e(iasdcitY'<X
l 

= a" - == ak, butt under the alternative, such 

a ,model altQwsfor periods of extreme volatility followed by ,periods of 

l'elntive constancy of variance. Sucb amadel is, therefore, far more fle1Cible 

than that s\lggested by a two-regime Chow test. 

In lhecase of the wool exportmodel t it is more reasonable to allow for the 

unanticipated volatility from, one equation to influence the volatility in 

another. In this sense, the transmission of volatility in this study can be 

e~pressedasaVA.R in the squared residuals resulting in a V ARCa process.5 

In order to test for the existence of an ARCH process, a .Lagrangemultiplier 

test of the type, suggested by Breusch andP~gan (1979) can be employed. A 

Simpler test with the same asymptotic distribution is given by TRz, where R2. 

IS the coefficient of determination in the autoregression of squared 

l'esiduals.6 Table 2 presents the Rl for the VAR 5-equation model with 4 lags.? 

The 5% critical value of R2 is 0.144 for a test with a null of 

hODlosce<iasticity in anyone equation. Hence the null was rejected in each caSe 

at the 5% level and it was, therefore, concluded that each variance followed a 

VARCHprocess. 

The presence of lagged dependent variables in the base VAR does not alter the 

consistency of the second~stage V AR on .the squared residuals. However, the 

:finding that tbebase V AR 's residuals are conditionally heteroscedastic and, 

as such, the tests for Granger causa!ity in Table I are biased, apart from any 

effect due to the non stationarity of Y. The base VAR was re-estimated using 

White's (1980) correction but tbere was little difference in the results.8 
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A Granger causality table, is presented in Table 3 for the VARCH process. Since 

tbe price :faced. by 'Wool importers is denominated in foreign currency and is 

directly related to the $A price throughthe$A. a similar tablt: can be 

¢Qnstt11cted for the causality with $US denominated prices. These results are 

presented in Table 4. 

Implt/se Response FunctiollS. 

Impulse 'responses were calculated to examine the effects of unanticipated 

volatility in thesystem.!hese are presented in Figure 3. 

All impulse response functions .should bepositive~ that is unanticipated 

v()latility in time t is transmitted to other variables in subsequent pedods 

in some moving average fa~hion. l Although all significant response functions 

are predominantly positive) some point estimates are negative as the non .. 

negativity constraint was not imposed on the covariance matrix. As such, the 

resuitingestilllatesare inefficient. 

As is expected, unanticipated volatility in .the exchange rate feeds back on 

its own series and the domestic wool price denominated in $A. The US

denominated auction-price is unaffected from currency fluctuations. Tht.se 

results also suggest that a more volatile period for the $A will self-generate 

as market nervousness amplifies speculative activity. The increased volatility 

of domestic price transferred from the exchange rate implies that unexpected 

currency swings may cause the Awe to respond with the use of flexible reserves 

in order to offset uncertainty in the market. The implications of the 

transmission of such volatility is, given the increased post-float volatility 

'of the $A, increased difficulty in management by the A we of the RPS. 
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.Domestic price volatility feeds back onto the $At stocks,and itself. The 

effect on tbe$A is .a sbarp shock which rapidly dies .away. If wool prices jump 

in .an unexpected fashion, exchange rate volatility increases. This is 

plausible as the$A isa. commodity .. driven currency and .investment confidence 

and specl11ative activity are influenced by commodity prices. Price volatility 

f~sback onto itself in a similar fashion to tbe $A. However, the 

transmission of volatility in stocks peaks at a four month lag, suggesting a 

delay in response from the AWe. 

Unanticipated volatility in the .quantity series is independent of the 

volatility of the other series, responding only to its own past volatility. 

Most of the transferred effect isr~gistered in the first month, dissipating 

after aboutS months. 

The volatility of tbee)tchange rate .and the export price increase for a given 

increase in unanticipated stock volatility. The peak in volatility in the 

excbange rate occurs earlier than for export price, the former being ,2 months 

and tbe latter 4 months. 

In conclusion, it seems that there are significant feedback effects and 

interactions between unanticipated movements in the exchange rate, the 

domestic price and stocks. The responses take the form of short shocks. Given 

increased .exchangerate volatility since the 1983 float, tbe implication is 

that a flexible exchange rate will make the operation of the Reserve Price 

Scheme more difficult and, in turn, that this scheme will further de-stabilize 

the '$A. 

On comparison of Granger causality tests with the same model denominated in 

foreign dollars shown in Table 4, it is evident that .exchange rate volatility 
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does not generate volatility in the foreign price. The distribution of 

:~nanticlpated exchange rate volatility is such that the effects of .price 

vaI'iabilityaree:xperienced by producers andexportersalotte. 

Concluding Remarks. 

Time series analysis has been used to determine the relationships between the 

exchange tate, the domestic and export prices, quantity and AWCstocks.Some 

significantsbort-runrelatioosbips were found and impulse responseanaly~is 

sbowed these .relaticnships to be consistenttl1itheconomlc theory. 

Unanticipated volatility was examined in a second-stage analysis. Significant 

feedback interactions between theeJ.change rate, domestic price and stocks 

were: found. This transmitted voJatilitygenerates shortsbock effects to the 

volatility of other variables. 

ItWtls seen that exchangl': rate voJatilityaffectsthe domestic price of wool 

clenominatedin$A but not in US$.This has implications for the distribution 

of benefits from the. RPS. Risks associated with price variations are important 

for illvestment decisions of both wool producers and importers who process the 

raw product. From Quiggin (1983), ifpdce stabilization is complete and 

supply ·fluctuations dominate, the associated risk of price fluctuations is 

bomby ,producers. If demand or exchange "rate fluctuations dominate, risk will 

bebQrn by importers • 

. For a given .currency movement, demand will shift in terms of$A and supply 

Will shift in terms of foreign currency. Hence, if prices moved freely, the 

risk associated· 'with ·exchangerate fluctuation.s would be distributed between 
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prooueer$and lmp<>rters dependent on the r~lativeelasticities of supply and 

demand. lloweve,: when 'price is stabilized in $A terms, the risk associated with 

currency fluctuations is born by importers. Given that demand and exchange 

rat<, fluctuations typically dominate the wool market and tbatmost volatility 

regist~rs in$A 'prices, the AWe ,has occupied 'some .middle ground, with .most 

'Volatility felt in local prices. 

As noted: by.Fisber (1980), producers have a strong revealed preference for 

stabilization,: Tbeybavebeenprepared to ,pay a levy equivalent to .5 % of gross 

income in order to support the RPS, this levy was recently increased over the 

1987/8 season. Given that the sbareof price variability facing producers 

exceeds that of importers, the benefit to producers is questionable as 

producer 'price risk is increased. 

As ummucipatedquantity variation is explained solely by its own past 

history, the price .. exchange rate .. stocks linkage presumably represents the 

interaction of AWe operations with the $A. That is, the exchange rate is de

stabilized by the operation of tbe Reserve Price Scheme which bas in turn 

become increasingly difficult and costly to operate since the $A was floated. 

Since tbefloat, the wool industry has experienced boom then bust, and the 

variations .have been bistoricallyhigh. 

Exchange rate induced responses make it difficult to interpret economic forces 

in the ,market. For example the depreciations post .. float boosted the demand for 

woolstocks,thu$ pressuring prices upward. The market indicator had risen 

frOlll 626c/kg in 1986/7 to 1003 clkg in 1987/8. The AWe bad little power to 

stem the rise as it sold stocks rapidly ,placing very definite limitations on 

its ability to influence the market. Currently, the market is operating at the 

floorpri~, yet this price still obscures market signals to the producer. 
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Suceessf1l1operationof thoRPS requires that management adequately forecast 

,Price, hence exchallge rate interactions with price increase management 

fallibility. 

Increased levels ,of price variability undetflexible exchange rates raise the, 

iC<>Sts of maintaining a given level of stabilization. '0 The depreciation that 

fueled $Aprice nseseventuallycaused a substitution away from wool into 

other fibres .and wool blends. So,from a policy viewpoint, the suppression of 

price rises ""perhaps delayed this event. However, in net effect the AWe was 

incapable of stemming tbe price rise. A similar result is evident with the 

current price faUs and, consequent accumulation of stocks. This illustrat.es 

tbe increasing :costs ·of maintaining stabilization in the wool market when 

prices aremoreval'iable under flexible exchange rates. An enlarged Market 
1 

Support Fund is required. It is possible this size may reach unacceptable 

levels. Althougb price vadabillty is not a problem exclusively associated 

withfIexible excbangerates, it is' exacerbated by them. lthas recently been 

$1lggested,tbat the size of borrowings required to support the ,flpOr price will 

:soon add to tbeforeign debt, a major turn ,around from one year ago when wool 

waS9ne of the largest export income earners. 
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,FOOTNOTES 

'See Adam and Bewley (1990). 

·~Au$tra1ia is a price taker in all other agricultural markets with the 

;pt>ssibleexception of wheat. 

3 Prime Minister Hawke made the inf,.mollsMX missile announcement in January 

1985;sC() Figure 1. Tbeautotllatic interv,cn.tion ~nalysis in .Riley (1988) was 

used tobuUdanAIUMAmodelforQand A UTOBOX detected a shift dummy variable 

from 1985:Jintlary. 

04!i£fectively a Chow test was conducted that tested the .equalityof both the 

coefficienUand covariance matrices. 

, Jntbcsingleequation ARCUmodel, squared rcsidualsare regressed .on. lagged 

squared tcsidllals. The implied variances are used to weight tile original 

re,gressionand theprooess repeated until convergence. In this study a. two~ 

step estimator is used and a VARon tbe squared residuals is used to model the 

interaction effects. See Bollerserv tt al. (19881r Bngieetal. (1984) and 

Gr~geret ,(11. (1984):for a fuUdiscussion. 

ttiThis test does .not.-equire tbe normality assumptions of :Breusch~Paganand 

is, therefore, :morerobust to the· departures possibly relevant here. We would 

Ute to thank Trevor Breuscb ,for .his C()mrnents on this matter. 

'1 As with .tbe.baseVAR,. the :lag length was chosen by a sequence of adjusted LR 

tests~ 

.. .Itwould be preferable to iterativelyre-estimflte the base VAR and second .. 

stagcVAR. GiV'en the focus of this analysis on the transmission of 

unaIlticipated. volatUity, the eomputationalcolllplexity of a full ML procedure 

'was judgedmappropdate. 
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9PosiuveQwn~responses .are required to fulfIll the need for a positive 

dcfillitedislUfbancceovariance n:u~trb: .globaUy.Negative weights do .notintply 

tbatWithin-s8111ple.estimatedCQvatiances donot·fulfiU this requirement. 

w ~ The; alternative would be to operate a wider price band tor 

St4lbilization. 



TABLE 1 

.rests IQr 'Qrattger Causality 

Equation Variable 

B p S II Q 

B 27.0 1~8 2.6 1.5 1.7 

P 1.8 27.5 2.8 0.9 1~9 

'S 0.4 1.1 167.6 1.7 1.2 

n 1.1 5.5 1.7 21.7 0.9 

Q 0.9 1.S 2.3 2.0 3.3 

The critical Fvalue is Z.08 at the 5% level. 



TABLE 2 
Tests lor YARCH Process 

Base Variable 

E 0.252 

P 0.378 

S 0.214 

n O.1(i9 

Q 0.189 



TABLE 3 

Test$For Grang~r Causality in Volatility ,.. Domestic Currency 

Equation 

B 

P 

s 
n 
Q 

E 

3.39 

9.84 

1.23 

0.77 

0.36 

P 

4.04 

4~99 

5.36 

0.05 

0.36 

Variable 

S n 

2.5.8 0.47 

1.11 0.46 

.2.31 0.47 

6.88 0;07 

0,88 0.44 

The critical Fvalue is 2.43 at the 5% level. 

Q 

0.18 

0.43 

0.95 

O.lS 

7.83 



TABLE 4 

Tests lor Granger Cdllsality in Volatility .. Foreign Currency 

Equation 

B 

p* 

s 
,0-

Q 

.E 

3.72 

0~89 

0.22 

1.10 

0.41 

p. 

3,,08 

0 .. 18 

1.35 

0.59 

1~O6 

Variable 

S o· Q 

1.27 0.39 0.31 

0.47 3.92 0.25 

2~14 L09 0.88 

0.41 6.94 0.09 

0.81 0.54 8.02 

The critic~lF value is .2~43 at the 5 % level. The 

.asterisk denotes a price denominated in$US. 

.' 



Figure 1: 
Exchange Rate (AUD) 
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Figure 2 : Impulse Response Functions 
Effects of anlnnovatiohin 

Domestic Price On Export Price 
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FigureS : Volatility Analysis 
Effects of Exchanr:e Rate Volatility 
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